WARNING! WARNING! WARNING! FALSE CHRISTS AND
FALSE PROPHETS ARE BEING LOOKED UPON
August 25, 2021
12:46 p.m.
YAHWEH GIVES A HEARTFELT WAY:
You are watching a man on a YouTube program who is stated as prophesying to a person
about her way of living. The leading preacher tells a woman that she has a certain
roommate and has particular beverages and food items in her refrigerator. And the
crowds are jumping up and down with excitement at how this preacher would know her
personal way.
Doesn’t anyone have wisdom? Doesn’t any plan show it?
What has an awareness of natural ways of vision? Can’t also the way of angels and
demons carry forth information concerning how others are?
I state a major warning to that minister who has the ear of presidents. I send a strong
warning of what will happen to those leaders who are leading the blind sheep into eternal
ways of torment in the lake of fire:
Turn from your wicked ways and repent from giving out your signs of spoken ways of
seeing those things that can be viewed by any person who has a way to hear from a
spirit. But not from the Great Holy Spirit is the spiritual ways.
“Are you living at such and such?”
“Do you have the name of…?”
“Are you dealing with the enemy in such and such…?”
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“Do you have these items in your house?”
What does this have to do with building up My Kingdom? What does it benefit a person
to hear of what they already have? You, the man from Zimbabwe, are being called out
and will enter a time of torment for misleading babies and the ones looking for a sign.
I will rain down judgment upon you and all false prophets who give out words to make
them believe in a spoken sign, yet there is no license in the spirit realm to bring changes
to realms in the earth as is the job of a true prophet.
Turn from the wicked ways of going forth with transferring what any spirit can relay in
human ways of living. Turn away from your sin and come under Kingdom ways. For by
Yom Kipper of three years, I will not hold you in a warning.
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